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As we leave the 20th century many economists argue that we are entering a truly "global economy". At the same time, however, others are questioning whether or not such an exalted destination will ever be reached, pointing towards increasing regionalism, the difficulties with negotiating the last GATT agreement, and persistent rumbles of protectionism. Yet despite these concerns it would seem that forces are already at play ensuring that a truly global economy rather than an economy that is a little more international is about to dawn. Three interrelated phenomena capture the essence of the emerging economy in its inextricable march towards globalisation.

First, dramatic increases in the scale and scope of technology - its cost, risk, and complexity - have rendered even the largest national markets too small to be meaningful economic units. Second, the explosive growth of transnational strategic alliances signals a fundamental change in the mode of organisation of international economic transactions. Finally, the emerging global economy is integrated through information systems and information technology, facilitating co-ordination through markets rather than organisation hierarchies. The result is an electronically networked world economy where national markets are losing meaning as constituent units and geography is no longer the basis for the organisation of economic activity. Yet, simultaneously, IT also enables companies to exploit sources of national competitive advantage.

What are the implications for business organisations as they strive to survive in this new world order? How can organisations translate global business objectives into global operational structures? How can business processes which transcend national boundaries be best managed? How can organisations harness the opportunities provided by IT as both an enabler and driver of globalisation? How can an organisation ensure that the benefits of their investments in IT are actually realised?

Much has been written over the last decade on managing global enterprises. While the predominant concern of this literature has been strategic in orientation, it deals mainly with issues of co-ordination (Roth et al., 1991), control (Doz and Prahalad, 1981; Egelhoff, 1984; Eisenhardt, 1985), governance (Gomes-Cassares, 1989; Lorange et al., 1992), product/market breadth and marketing (Bradley, 1991), supply chain (Christopher and Braithwaite, 1991), innovation (Nohria and Ghoshal, 1997; Rugman, 1981), legislation and national cultural differences (Adler, 1986; Hofstede, 1984). Critically, the management of information, which is so crucial to the survival and functioning of such enterprises, is neglected. Any reference to information management is generally portrayed as a technical issue, and seen as being primarily concerned with communication networks and technological infrastructures. Consequently, responsibility is often delegated by senior business managers to
technically competent staff in the IT organisation. The irony is that decisions about IT are essentially business decisions.

The objective of this paper is to contribute to our understanding of IS/IT management in the global enterprise and consequently the development of this sub-field of research. By drawing on a diverse range of literature in the international business, strategy and IS disciplines this paper develops a framework for analysing IS/IT management in the global enterprise. It highlights the role of IT as supporting global business strategies while at the same time IT can also be a major catalyst in the globalisation process itself. Significant relationships between the domains of the framework are surfaced and an agenda for action developed.

The paper begins by exploring the concept of globalisation and highlights the issues and problems which are present in managing outside of a domestic context. Tensions which are inherent in the global context are surfaced and the impact of IT in addressing these tensions is explored. Decisions concerning the organisation of global operations are examined and five specific dimensions identified from the literature are reviewed. The management of IS/IT in the global context is then analysed. Significant relationships between the domains of the model are highlighted. The paper concludes by developing an agenda for action.

The global context

Two assumptions underlie the construction of this paper. The first and more general assumption is that managing in the global context is different from managing a single sited organisation thus presenting a different set of issues to be addressed. The second assumption, which is specific to the management of IS and IT, is that there are value for money benefits and advantages to be gained by managing IS/IT on a global basis as opposed to a domestic country or single site. The overwhelming evidence would suggest that this is the case.

To put this paper in context and to highlight the enormity and complexity of global operations consider the following scenario:

The global corporation, head-quartered in Germany, markets and sells a product that is designed in Milan, Italy with components manufactured in Taiwan and Korea. It is assembled in Canada, Germany and Ireland and sold as a standard model in South America, and as a model with considerable options in the US, Europe and Australia. Transfer pricing of the components and assembled product is determined with an eye to minimise tax liability. The principal financing is provided from the Eurodollar market based in Frankfurt. Add in the complexities of having transactions in different currencies, with foreign exchange hedge contract gains and losses that sometimes offset trading losses or gains.

While this scenario captures just some of the complex issues involved in global operations at a business level translating business demands into information and systems requirements becomes a daunting task, yet it is one which confronts many organisations on a daily basis.
Managing in the international arena presents a number of concerns and problems not usually faced when operating in a single domestic market. These include:

- Addressing different legislative demands, taxation systems, accounting requirements, currency systems, and environmental standards, particularly outside the borders of the European Union (EU). While the EU is seeking the harmonisation of many of these aspects, the fact is that many anomalies still remain among member countries.
- Dealing with cultural differences both within different operating units and national cultural differences. Even within Europe there is a mosaic of different cultures. Culture also influences business practices and customer preferences.
- Addressing international economics and politics. Consider the intervention of the French government when Hoover announced that it was moving manufacturing from France to Scotland. The stability of political and economic systems varies throughout the globe as does the extent of state intervention, particularly in attracting foreign direct investment (FDI).

Accentuating the global 'problem' are further observations in relation to operating internationally.

- It is very often difficult to distinguish between what one might consider as being 'domestic' and 'international' firms. Even the home base is often be deceiving. For example, Honda manufactures more automobiles in the US than in Japan, employs more US workers than Japanese, generates more revenue in the US than it does in Japan, and even exports US designed and manufactured cars to Japan.

- In many industries, international business can sometimes be described as a tangled web of international links, often associated with competing firms. For example, Nike, Adidas and Reebok despite competing against each other head-to-head often use the same manufacturers in South East Asia. In the computer industry IBM, DEC, Hewlett Packard and Apple are at the same time involved in both collaborating and competing alliances.

Globalisation has become a strategy for many companies of all sizes as they seek to expand their participation in foreign markets. The extent of this “globalisation” varies from having a sales office in a local market to a sophisticated network of business operation fully integrated on a global basis. In the process of becoming increasingly global, many firms follow a developmental path from ‘international’ to ‘multinational’ to ‘global’ (Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1989). Briefly, the international stage is characterised by an increasingly autonomous international division, separate from domestic business; the multinational stage is characterised by an increasing duplication of the value chain across countries and local autonomy; and the global stage is denoted by increasing geographic integration of activities and strategies.
IS/IT management in the global enterprise

The global organisation seeks to manage the interdependencies among geographically dispersed multi-site operating units, for example between manufacturing facilities, distribution centres and sales offices all at different locations. Information is the mechanism through which this integration is achieved and IT is increasingly being used to integrate and manage geographically dispersed operations. At the same time IT is reducing communication and transaction costs and enabling new structures and processes providing global organisations with new organising possibilities (Malone et al., 1987).

Yet, this management of information which is so crucial to the functioning of global enterprises is neglected in the research literature. As recently as 1991 Deans and Ricks reported that a comprehensive review of the relevant literature revealed very little academic research. Similarly, the international business literature has tended to ignore the IS functional area. Any reference to information management is generally portrayed as a technical issue and seen as being primarily concerned with communication networks and technological infrastructures.

A survey at the beginning of the decade showed that more than half of the 100 major multinational corporations surveyed in 1991 did not, or rarely considered IS/IT in strategy development (Amdahl, 1991). This survey also reported that the percentage of corporations that regard IS/IT as a component of their global strategy development was as low as 14%.

Most of the IS/IT research literature is ‘domestic’ in orientation (Deans and Ricks, 1991; Emery, 1990; Roche, 1996), i.e. addresses the management of IS/IT from a single site or business unit within an individual country. Some research has identified issues with managing IT in the global context (Ives and Jarvenpaa, 1991; Roche et al., 1991), issues specific to Chief Information Officers (CIO) of global organisations (McFarlan, 1992), and there has also been some recent publication on managing international IS projects (Tractinsky and Jarvenpaa, 1995). In addition, there are a limited number of cases studies dealing with aspects of global IS/IT management (Clemens and Row, 1991; Ives and Jarvenpaa, 1994; Jelassi and Dutta, 1993; Ross, 1995). Despite this dearth of literature, ‘Global Information Technology’ is emerging as a sub-discipline within the IS field recognition of the increased importance of IT in globalisation and in managing the global company.

In summary, the existing research literature reveals little by way of guidance for managing IS/IT in the global enterprise. One paper has noted that “...the literature [on

1 The popular book of readings in global business and strategy Global Strategic Management: The Essentials (Vernon-Wortzel and Wortzel, 1991) explores finance, R&D and innovation, marketing and production within the context of global strategies. IS/IT management is not considered. Yip’s (1996) book, with the title Total Global Strategy, devotes one paragraph to IT.

2 There is now a journal devoted to the area, the International Journal of Global Information Technology, published by Idea Publishing, PA. A working group has been established under the auspices of the International Federation for Information Processing (IFIP) to promote research and the exchange of best practice in this area. IFIP Working Group 8.7 is titled ‘IT Management in the International Enterprise’ and was established in December 1996.
managing Global IS/IT] remains fragmentary, offering only partial and potentially contradictory normative implications for managers” (Ramarapu and Lado, 1995). Indeed, a more recent study concluded that “...the global information systems challenge appears to be more complex than commonly suggested ... there are no easy and straightforward prescriptions for practitioners involved with global information systems” (Earl and Feeney, 1996).

An alignment framework for managing IS/IT in the global enterprise

In spite of the above conclusion, there are two central themes which emerge from what little research exists in the Global Information Technology field which are of particular relevance. The first suggests the criticality of matching global IS/IT strategy to global business strategy (Earl and Feeney, 1996; Ives and Javenpaa, 1991). The second advocates the linking of global organisational design strategies with tactics for providing information technology support (Chismar, 1994; Karimi and Konsynski, 1991). Different structures influence information flows within the organisation (Egelhoff, 1982) and IT plays a crucial role in allowing organisations to implement global business strategies which depend on complex organisational and decision making structures (Chismar, 1994). The logic is that in implementing a global strategy the organisation constructs a specific business model which is supported and enabled by IT while at the same time cognisance is taken of the opportunities provided by IS/IT in enabling innovative global strategies and novel structures.3 IT is also driving the globalisation process with technologies such as the Internet and World Wide Web allowing even the smallest company the opportunity to operate on a global scale (Quelch and Klein, 1996).

Figure 1 presents an alignment framework for managing IS/IT in international businesses. This framework builds on the work of Earl (1989), Pyburn (1993) and Ward and Griffiths (1996) in aligning IS/IT strategies and business strategies, and that of Henderson and Venkatraman (1993) and Broadbent and Weill (1993) in developing strategic alignment models and the framework of Ives et al. (1993) for global IS strategy formulation. It combines this research with the international business literature, the strategy literature, the organisational design literature and the IS/IT literature in developing an integrative strategic alignment framework.

The concept of strategic alignment is based on an assumption that economic performance is directly related to the ability of management to create a strategic fit between the position of the organisation in the competitive product-market arena and the design of an appropriate administrative structure to support its execution (Henderson and Venkatraman, 1993). The inability to realise benefits and value from IS/IT is due in part to the lack of alignment between the business and IS/IT domains.

The framework highlights the two key influencers of the global IS/IT strategy as the global business model and the global business drivers. It recognises the opportunities which IT offers in providing new strategic options and also provides new possibilities
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in terms of organisation for strategy implementation. IT can impact the global business model in that it enables new organisational structures and opens new configuration possibilities particularly in relation to supporting virtual structures. IT increases options in relation to global business drivers, for example, in relation to mass customisation (Boynton et al., 1993).

![Figure 1 A strategic alignment framework for managing IS/IT in the global enterprise.](image)

The four domains of this alignment framework are interdependent. A change in any one dimension may require a corresponding change in any or all of the other three. This aspect is discussed later in the paper. In the sections that follow each of the domains is explored in isolation as within each there are a number of issues to address. The focus of analysis is on the management of IS/IT.

**Global business strategy**

There has been much debate recently concerning the nature and content of strategy: What it is (Hamel, 1996; Porter, 1996)? And whether or not it really matters (Whittington, 1993)? Aside from the issues raised in this debate, there is considerable agreement that an organisation needs an overarching vision in order to give it not only guidance but to also frame the globalisation process. In this context, strategy can be defined in terms of choices pertaining to the positioning of the business in the product and market arena. It addresses issues such as the extent of comparative relationships (joint ventures and strategic alliances) and distinctive competencies defined in terms of the basis under which the organisation competes (for example, delivery reliability, relationships, price, quality, etc.). In developing the global strategy, it is important to first identify those aspects of strategy which should be globalised (Yip, 1995, p. 6).

There are two central features to a global business strategy: *scope* of the organisation’s activities and *governance*. Scope refers to the business the organisation wants to be in. It is concerned with issues of products and markets; where does the organisation
want to compete? On what basis? and in which markets? The second dimension of governance refers to the relationship which the organisation wishes to have with customers and suppliers. Generally, we can categorise the type of relationship from loose to tight. Depending on the governance stance the extent and nature of joint ventures (Gomes-Cassares, 1989) and strategic alliances (Lorange et al., 1992) are determined. Once defined, an organisation's global business strategy gives direction to the global business model, i.e., how it organises for global operation. Yet sight must not be lost of the drivers of the globalisation process: the global business drivers.

**Global business drivers**

A company 'goes global' for a number of reasons including access to foreign markets, to sourcing resources, to exploit significant economies of scale, to raise capital at lower costs, to exploit a strategic advantage like a technological lead, to capitalise on lower factor costs, to extend the reach of the business, etc. (Doz, 1986; Porter, 1980). Consequently, brands, distribution, marketing, manufacturing and decision-making must be viewed from a global perspective.

The globalisation process requires that decisions concerning a number of *global business drivers* (GBD) are made. These drivers both promote and constrain the globalisation process. In addressing these drivers, a balance must be struck between a number of countervailing forces. These forces are local flexibility, global integration and efficiency, global effectiveness and the leveraging of knowledge (see figure 2).

*Local flexibility:* entails being responsive and adaptive to local market and customer requirements. For example, adopting "global" products to local markets or responding rapidly to changing customer preferences. Diversity among national markets in market structure, industry structures, distribution channels, manufacturing processes and customer needs may require local responsiveness (Doz and Prahalad, 1984). However, brands may enable global standardisation of products and services.

*Global integration and efficiency:* is concerned with minimising duplication of effort and leveraging scale economies. Operating internationally demands the close integration of all activities along the value chain no matter where they are geographically undertaken. International scale economies are derived from cost reduction achieved through the accumulation of volume across country locations and international aggregation of market segments (Kogut, 1990).

*Global effectiveness:* entails ensuring that overall operations meet effectiveness aspirations. The critical issue is to ensure that the 'whole is greater than the sum of the parts', capitalising on synergies between operating units. For example, the global sourcing of raw materials, or the mandatory requirement to manufacture in a host country before you are permitted to sell into that country, or addressing global customer needs in a local market. International scope economies arise when existing

---

4 The concept of 'global business driver' in this paper is much broader than that of Ives et al. (1993) who view global business drivers as 'those entities that benefit from global economies of scale and scope, and that contribute to global business strategy' (p. 146).
international operations benefit from the introduction of additional activities or products, since the cost of additional products may be less than the individual costs.

**Figure 2** Tensions in a global company: global business drivers.

*Leveraging knowledge:* Bartlett and Ghoshal (1987) stress the need for the global corporation to manage the flow of 'intelligence, ideas and knowledge'. A critical task is to ensure that there is no 're-invention of the wheel' and that knowledge and learning is captured and simultaneously shared throughout the organisation. Despite this assertion, very little is known about how knowledge actually develops in globalising firms (von Krogh et al., 1996).5

Balancing these four tensions requires strategic trade-offs, for example between local flexibility and scale economies, but it is only in addressing these trade-offs that an organisation can begin to determine its global business model and it is this business model which strongly influences the deployment of IS/IT. Technology can impact these drivers by permitting the organisation to address them in different ways (see table 1) and at the same time facilitate strategies which can lessen tensions. The Internet, for example, offers organisations the opportunity to extend their global reach enabling both scale and scope economies to be addressed. Technologies can also enable the organisation to achieve both global effectiveness and local flexibility.

**The global business model**

The global business model (GBM) refers to the structures and processes in place in order to operationalise the strategy of the business. It is through this model that the day-to-day activities of the global organisation are facilitated. There have been many empirical studies that have examined the relationship between strategy and organisational design in MNCs (Daniels et al., 1984, 1985; Egelhoff, 1982; 1988; Stopford and Wells, 1972). In developing the global business model five specific

---

5 Gupta and Govindarajan (1991) have developed a theory regarding knowledge flow within multinational firms.
dimensions can be determined from this research literature: capabilities, configuration, co-ordination, control and culture. Of course, decisions made in these areas are driven by the organisations vision and business strategy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Global business drivers</th>
<th>Opportunities provided by IS/IT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local flexibility</td>
<td>• Flexible manufacturing systems permitting low volume, high variety production in small batch size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Mobile computing enabling sales teams to focus on local customers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Point of sale (POS) systems collecting local customer information for local decision making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global integration and efficiency</td>
<td>• EDI enabling exchange of design and inventory information between operating units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Workflow systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Video conferencing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Enterprise Resource Planning systems such as Baan and SAP R/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global effectiveness</td>
<td>• The Internet as an electronic market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Business scope extension through the Internet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• International private virtual networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• IT providing a single point of contact for global customers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• E-mail for organisational communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Groupware facilitating the sharing of knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Expert systems capturing knowledge, making it available to the wider organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Access to information via online data bases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Intranets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1 IT and global business drivers.**

*Capabilities:* Through articulating the vision and business objectives the required business capabilities underlying the business strategy can be defined. The focus is on capabilities to deploy resources, usually in combination, in order to effect a desired end (Amit and Schoemaker, 1993). Capabilities are firm specific, develop over time (Grant, 1991; Prahalad et al., 1990) and unlike resources, are not tradable over time. They often contain tacit aspects making them difficult to imitate.

*Configuration*⁶: Decisions concerning the deployment of value chain activities around the globe, specifically the geographical location of resources (people, plant, finance, expertise, etc.) (Porter, 1986) to deliver the required capabilities. Configuration decisions are essentially business decisions:

- often governed by regulatory requirements
- strongly influenced by financial implications, for example transfer pricing, tax implications and wage rates
- customers may prefer locally produced produce

---

⁶ Configuration in this context is different for the concept of configuration expounded by Miller (1986, 1987).
- strength of trade unions and industrial relations situation can affect location decisions
- communication and infrastructure systems
- proximity to markets
- governmental inducements (Kogut, 1990), for example 10% manufacturing tax in Ireland can be a major attraction
- arbitrage cost differences in factors of production (Kogut, 1990) providing a cost advantage to the producer (Rugman and Hodgetts, 1995, p. 225)
- economic and political stability are key influencers of location decisions.

While resources are tangible, capabilities are intangible and difficult to imitate. A company can gain a ‘comparative advantage’ through locating activities in certain areas. Such advantage may be due to differences in factor costs across country locations (Ghoshal, 1987; Kogut, 1985; Porter, 1980). Competitive advantage influences the decisions of what activities and technologies along the value added chain an organisation should concentrate its investment and management resources (Kogut, 1985).

**Co-ordination:**

Concerned with managing the interdependencies (Roth et al., 1991) of a complex network of operations brought about through selecting specific configurations. The increased uncertainty and complexity resulting from international competition makes co-ordination a critical success factor (Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978). The firm selects a coordination structure by jointly determining its decision authority structure (“who decides what”) and its information structure (“who knows what”) (Anand and Mendelson, 1997). In essence, co-ordination entails defining what it is that must be managed:

- understanding the value system and the value added contributions of activities
- defining the extent of coupling of global value chain activities (i.e. the interdependencies among activities in business processes), particularly in exploiting synergies
- understanding the ‘information intensity’ of business processes
- identifying local business practices, perhaps due to cultural factors, and their impact on global processes.

**Control:**

Process by which management influence other members of an organisation to implement the organisation’s strategy. The management control system should enable management to control the essential strategy of the company. Formalisation is the degree to which organisational norms are defined explicitly (Hall, 1982).
formal parenting style defining the nature of the relationship between the centre and subsidiaries and the roles and responsibilities of each (Gould and Campbell, 1986)

- defining the nature of the relationship between subsidiaries (or business units) due to global processes and the requirement for lateral co-ordination

- informal (based on personal relationships). Control can also be exercised through informal networks, for example it may be the outcome of moving managers around (Edstrom and Galbraith, 1977)

- integrating mechanisms such as taskforces and committees, used to develop collaborative efforts among organisational sub-units, are seen as critical to managing international operations (Bartlett, 1983; Egelhoff, 1984). They are also instrumental in creating a single managerial philosophy within the organisation (Roth et al., 1991)

- transferring organisational culture overseas (Jaeger, 1983).

Culture:

Cultural differences due to operating in different countries and different marketplaces. What are the basic business practices in operation which differ from the ‘home’ country and what is their impact?

There are also company specific cultural issues, which often overflow into issues of power and politics.

These 5 decision dimensions are interdependent (see figure 3) and successful implementation of any global business strategy would require these dimensions to be aligned. For example, the location of R&D facilities can have implications for the transfer of knowledge. Cultural factors can also affect the attitudes of people in relation to sharing knowledge. In practice, configuration decisions strongly influence co-ordination and control decisions and define the cultural context.
IS/IT both supports and drives the global business model. Building on the pioneering work of Lawrence and Lorsch (1967), we find that as an organisation expands overseas its information processing capacity must increase. IS/IT is needed for coordination (Emery, 1990) as the essence of coordination is the communication and processing of information (Malone et al., 1987). IT reduces communication and transaction costs while at the same time it also makes different types of configurations possible through its coordination capabilities (Malone and Crowston, 1994). Capitalising on this phenomena, organisations can depend less on hierarchy and more on markets as coordinating mechanisms (Malone et al., 1987; Evans and Wurster, 1997).

**Global IS/IT strategy (GIS)**

Thus far we have been primarily concerned with an organisation’s global business strategy and how it organises for the implementation of that strategy. We have seen how this strategy is influenced by global business drivers defining the framework within which this strategy is formulated and implemented. The duality of IT is that it not only enables the business strategy but can also create strategies through the opportunities which it provides. For example, technologies like the Internet now permit transactions to be conducted in a computer mediated environment which has profound implications for the very nature of business itself (Rayport and Sviokla, 1995). We have also seen that IT can influence global organisation design choices, enabling innovative configuration opportunities which not possible without significant use of information technology.

The interplay between these three domains requires that alignment issues be addressed. Their interdependent nature means than changes to any one dimension may require corresponding changes in any of the others. For example, a new global
strategy may require a novel organisational model or increasing local responsiveness may place a high co-ordination overhead on the organisation.

The concern of the global IS/IT strategy domain is how information, information systems and information technology support the GBM, facilitate the GBD and consequently the global strategy of the organisation. While commentators often use the terms information systems (IS) and information technology (IT) interchangeably, this paper uses these two terms precisely (Earl, 1989; Ward and Griffiths, 1986). Information systems predate computer, communications and networking technologies (the IT) and have always existed in organisations. Indeed, information is often portrayed as the lifeblood of an organisation and, following this analogy, the systems are its veins, directing the flow of blood. It is the organisation's global business model and global business drivers which give focus to this flow and define the purpose and function of this information in the global enterprise. Borrowing a concept from economics, IS is demand oriented, i.e. it defines the organisation's demand for information and systems to support and enable the strategy of the business and leverage core competencies. Anand and Mendelson (1997) present an appealing use of the term IS to refer to the organisation information structure, with its information system implementing its information structure.

On the supply side there is IT, which is concerned with how that demand is to be met. It addresses not only the technologies but also includes corporate data and IT skills to specify, develop and maintain the technology. The choice of supply side options is increasing with organisations no longer compelled to source all IT resources in-house. Options range from sub-contracting software development to the wholesale outsourcing of all technical requirements. Yet even with "total outsourcing" there are aspects of IT which should remain in-house (Lacity et al., 1996) which place new responsibilities on the IT organisation, such as managing the relationship with the outsourcing vendors (Venkatraman and Loh, 1994).

There are three components to the Global IS/IT strategy. These are

- the global IS model
- the global IT model
- the global IS/IT organising model.

The global IS model

The definition of the global business model will demand specific information and systems requirements depending on the decision choices made in relation to the global business drivers and the global business strategy. Information systems must be harmonized with the structure of the organisation they support (Anand and Mendelson, 1997) and are the mechanism for managing organisational interdependencies (Rockart and Short, 1989). For example, the extent of global value chain integration can determine the choice between integration, replication, or a laissez-faire strategy. With a heavily decentralised GBM, a policy of replication may be appropriate, with individual operating units replicating information systems to a pre-specified framework. For a conglomerate with little relatedness among business
activities, a policy of laissez faire may be the required choice. A tightly coupled value chain with global business processes probably demands a strategy of integration of information and information systems across operating units. For organisations engaging in strategic partnerships, IT is often seen as being critical to the success of the arrangement (Hendersen, 1990; Konsynski and McFarlan, 1990).

The global IT model

The global IT model is concerned with the technical and human resources to develop the required IT infrastructure and applications to enable and support the global IS model. Activities addressed by this model include IT development and maintenance, as well as the provision of IT services such as the help desk and IT training. Issues addressed include the specification of technical standards, version control of software and information security. The extent of standardisation and technical integration depends on the global IS model.

Global IS/IT organising model

The management of IS ‘demand’ and IT ‘supply’ in the global context is complex. The debate has traditionally swung between centralisation and decentralisation although the “middle ground” has become an appealing alternative. Von Simson (1990) subscribes to an IT organisation design with IS/IT roles played by both a central IT organisation and the business units and prescribes a “centrally decentralised” IT organisation with strong dotted line reporting relationships. In a similar vein the federal structure is often seen as capturing the benefits of both centralisation and decentralisation. In the federal IT organisation, business units receive a responsive service from decentralised IT functions, whilst at the same time a corporate IT function provides group-wide IT services and exerts some degree of central leadership and control of IT activities (Hodgkinson, 1996). However, while appealing, federalism is more an aspiration rather than a structure which has been implementable in practice. Figure 4 summarises the dominant themes in the literature, highlights the advantages of each structural type for the global enterprise and identifies the critical management issues.
## Table 4 Summary of global IS/IT governance structures.

The integrated global IS/IT structure is complex to manage and execute. Positioning the IT organisation and defining the role, responsibilities and processes of raises a number of questions which make it unique among organisational resources. IS/IT raises certain questions concerning scale, infrastructure planning and risk. There is also advantages to be gained through standardisation. One of the assumptions underlying the discussion thus far is that there are value for money advantages in managing IS/IT on a global as opposed to a domestic country, single site or operating unit scale. It seems logical to suggest that there are aspects of IS/IT management which should be managed centrally and others others which individual business units are permitted to have more discretion over (see Cross et al. 1997). For example, telecommunications and other infrastructure which are shared across the global company may require centralised control given co-ordination requirements while IT support may be localised.

The global IS/IT organising model is concerned with the overall organisational issues governing the demand for and supply of information systems and technology. It is organisation based, relationship oriented, management focused and benefits driven. This governance structure specifies many things. Using the dimensions of the GBM can help in structuring the areas to be addressed in managing global IS/IT and help in constructing the organisation and management processes for IS/IT management (see table 2).
This global IS/IT organising model defines the IS planning process, identifies who is involved, defines a benefits management process for delivering benefits from IT, and signals how relationships are managed. It determines local and global responsibilities and the relationship between headquarters and business units and between the business unit themselves. It also addresses how IS requirements are prioritised, defines approaches to investment appraisal, determines appropriate project management methodologies, specifies policies regarding hardware and software, and allocates roles and responsibilities.
### Table 2 Global IS/IT organising model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capabilities</th>
<th>Global information and systems model</th>
<th>Global IT model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Required IS capabilities</td>
<td>• Required IS capabilities</td>
<td>• Required IT capabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispersion of IS capabilities</td>
<td>• Dispersion of IS capabilities</td>
<td>• Dispersion of IT capabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information and systems requirements due to GBM</td>
<td>• Geographical location of IT activities and resources (data centres, help desk, software development, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographical location of IS activities</td>
<td>• Technical architecture (LANs, WANs)</td>
<td>• Technical platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determining interdependencies of information and systems requirements</td>
<td>• Extent of IT outsourcing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global and local information process requirements</td>
<td>• Definition of IT infrastructure</td>
<td>• Coordination of IT activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent of “information partnerships”</td>
<td>• Development v. maintenance roles</td>
<td>• Sharing technological expertise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balancing local and global demand for information and systems</td>
<td>• Local IS strategy with global IS strategy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local IS strategy with global IS strategy</td>
<td>• Formal structures and processes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>• Mechanisms (committees, steering groups, taskforces, teams, etc.)</td>
<td>• IT policies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanisms (committees, steering groups, taskforces, teams, etc.)</td>
<td>• Standardisation v. customisation - open v. proprietary standards</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS policies</td>
<td>• Version control of software</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS planning process (determining local and global requirements)</td>
<td>• Security</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data/information models</td>
<td>• Project management approaches</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution of responsibilities</td>
<td>• Managing relationships with outsourcing vendors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring mechanisms</td>
<td>• Distribution of responsibilities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>• Monitoring mechanisms</td>
<td>• Restrictions on IT importation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural differences in information management</td>
<td>• Managing IT development across national boundaries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**The alignment process**

The global strategic alignment framework introduced in figure 1 illustrates the domains to be addressed in both assessing and determining alignment between strategy, organisation and IS/IT. We have seen that these domains exist in dynamic equilibrium. The effective management of IS/IT requires a balance to be struck among the choices made across all 4 domains. Three observations can be made in relation to this framework and the alignment options. These are...
IS/IT Management in the Global Enterprise

- Alignment between the domains of business strategy, global business model, global business drivers and global IS/IT strategy.

- Alignment within each of the four domains. For example, the alignment of capabilities, configuration, control, co-ordination, and culture in the GBM domain. Questions which are addressed include: does the configuration of resources support the required capabilities? Do control mechanisms, structures and processes meet coordination requirements?

- Alignment between the dimensions within each domain and the corresponding dimensions of the other domains. For example, between 'control' in the GBM domain and the dimensions of IS, IT and IS/IT organising model. Questions which this raises include, if the parenting style between the centre and subsidiaries is decentralised should IS/IT also be decentralised or should aspects of it be mandated and controlled centrally?

Given that the global business strategy is the overarching determinant of the GBD, GBM, and the GIS, it seems sensible to recommend a triangulation process between these three domains. This process ensures that there is a consistency in the alignment between the individual dimensions of each domain, particularly those strongly impacted by IS/IT.

Concluding remarks

The purpose of this paper has been to develop a strategic alignment framework for IS/IT management in the global enterprise. The framework developed in the paper extends the 'traditional' view of IS/IT strategy formulation beyond merely proposing a link between IS/IT strategy to business strategy but is an attempt operationalise this within a global context. The framework extends global business strategy to examine both global business drivers and the organisation’s global business model, and how IS/IT can both support and enable new strategies, new structures and offer new trade-off decisions.

The organisations global IS/IT strategy should be aligned to the organisation’s global business model. Yet at the same time, IT provides opportunities in constructing the global business model, enabling new configuration and control strategies and leveraging capabilities. The global business drivers are themselves strongly influenced by technology.

Managing global IS/IT demands alignment between the global business strategy, the global business drivers, the global business model and the global IS/IT strategy. Global organisations often don’t consider the GBD and the GBM, yet the consequences of such misalignment is often blamed on IS/IT. Very often the IT organisation has little strategic direction from the business and develops systems which it assumes the business requires.
Global IS/IT management is suggested as being concerned with IS management, IT management and defining the IS/IT organising structure specifying the relationship between headquarters and business units and between the business units themselves. The global organisation needs to develop an appropriate strategy for each. In this paper the concept of global business drivers and global business model has been proposed in order to help in developing these strategies.
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